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ABSTRACT 
We describe coprime factorizations of rational matrix functions that have the 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G( .z) be a given n X n rational matrix function which is assumed to 
be regular (i.e. det G Z 0). A le$ t bl s a e co rime factorization of G is, by p 
definition, a representation in the form 
G(z) = D(z)-k(z) (1.1) 
where the rational n X n matrix functions D(z) and N(z) enjoy the follow- 
ing properties: 
(1) D(z) and N(z) are stable (i.e. all their poles, including the poles at 
infinity, are in the open left half plane @ _ ). 
(2) D(z) and N(z) are lef coprime, i.e. there exist stable rational matrix 
functions X(Z) and Y(z) such that 
N(z)X(z) + D(z)Y(z) = I. 
It is well known that left stable coprime factorizations (which will be called 
simply “coprime factorizations ” in this paper) exist and are essentially unique 
[for a given G(z)]; see, e.g., [22]. 
Coprime factorizations play an important role in several problems in 
systems and control theory. These include the problems of stabilization, 
compensator synthesis, state-space realization, and many others. Stability of 
feedback systems is characterized in terms of coprime factorizations of the 
plant and the controller, which also enables a parametrization of all con- 
trollers which stabilize a given plant [23]. Several other feedback synthesis 
problems such as asymptotic tracking and disturbance rejection, input-output 
decoupling and model matching, etc., are solved by using the coprime-fac- 
torization technique [22]. The problems of H"/L' sensitivity minimization 
and robust stabilization utilize this technique as an important intermediate 
step [ll, 12, 221. In th e case of linear multivariable systems, the problem of 
obtaining a minimal state-space realization of a given transfer matrix G(Z) is 
addressed via a coprime factorization of G(z) in terms of polynomial matrices 
N(z), D(Z), X(z), and Y(Z) [191. 
It is well known that coprime factorizations are generally nonminimal. For 
example, a scalar function 
g(z) = (2 - l)(Z - 2))’ (1.2) 
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has McMillan degree 1, but in any coprime factorization 
g(2) =d(z)-5z(z) (1.3) 
each of the functions n(z) and d(z) must have McMillan degree at least 1. 
So, denoting by 6(G) the McMillan degree of a scalar (or matrix) rational 
function G(z), we have 6(g) < 6(&l) + S(n) for this example, and there- 
fore (1.3) is never minimal. A natural next step is to study coprime factoriza- 
tions (1.1) which are as close as possible to being minimal. We interpret this 
by requiring that 
S(D) + 6(N) = S(D_l) + S(N) 
be smallest possible [for a given G(z)], and call such coprime factorizations 
sum-rninird 
Besides being of mathematical interest, this problem is useful in several 
applications. In the problem of obtaining a state-space realization of a rational 
transfer matrix, the McMillan degree of the rational matrix equals the 
dimension of any minimal state-space realization of it. Moreover, when it is 
desired to obtain a physical simulation of a state-variable model, the number 
of integrators needed is equal to the dimension of the state model. Thus a 
rational transfer matrix of smaller McMillan degree can be realized with 
fewer integrators, making the realization simpler and more economical. A 
simpler realization has theoretical as well as practical value: it is simpler to 
analyze and more robust and reliable with respect to failures in components 
or parameter variation. Thus when G(z) is to be realized as a cascade of 
N(z) and D-i(z), obtaining N(z) and D(Z) with the smallest possible 
McMillan degree is advantageous. It is also noteworthy that the technique 
developed here will provide an important alternative to the construction 
technique presently popular, which is based on utilizing the system-theoretic 
techniques of state feedback and state estimation [22]. 
In this paper we study coprime factorizations (1.1) with minimal sum 
S(D) + S(N), and give minimal realizations for the factors. Some prelimi- 
nary results in this direction were announced in [21]. Nonminimal realizations 
for the factors with not necessarily minimal 6(D) + S(N) are well known 
(see Chapter 4 in [22]); the standard state-space construction gives realiza- 
tions for D and N each having a state space of the same dimension as that for 
the original function G. 
It turns out that all the results and proofs in the paper are valid for the 
more general case when C_ is any nonempty subset of C U {m} different 
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from C U {m} itself, with the same definition of a coprime factorization. 
Thus, we assume from now on that 
@_u @+= @ u {a) 
is a disjoint partition of @ U {m} into two nonempty sets @_ and C, = (@ U 
{m}> \ C_. It will be assumed that the given regular rational matrix G(z) has 
at least one point z0 E @+ such that det G( q,) # 0 (if @+ is an infinite set, 
this is always the case). Also, it will be assumed that G(z) has at least one 
point in @_ which is not a zero or a pole of G( .z) (we need this assumption 
to make use of the results of [I5]). F or convenience we assume that 00 E C, 
and G(m) = I; the general regular case can be easily reduced to this by using 
a suitable linear fractional transformation z + ( (YZ + /3>( yz + 6 )- I. The 
regular case already has a rich structure, as we shall see; hence we do not 
handle the nonregular case here. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we 
describe the main result and state several corollaries and particular cases 
(which can be stated without many technical definitions); the relatively easy 
situation when the rational functions involved are scalar-valued is also treated 
in Section 2. Sections 3 to 6 contain the bulk of the background and 
preliminary material we need for the proof of the main result. Many notions 
and results presented here are known; however, some of this material is new. 
The proof of the main result is given in Section 7. Section 8 contains formulas 
for the factors in a coprime factorization having the degree of nonminimality 
as small as possible. Finally, the last section contains some numerical exam- 
ples. 
A few words about notation. We denote by U( X) the set of eigenvalues of 
a matrix X. The image (or range) of a matrix X is denoted Im X. All vector 
spaces, matrices, linear transformations, etc. in this paper are over the field of 
complex numbers @. The block-diagonal matrix with matrices Z,, Z,, . . . , Z, 
on the diagonal will be denoted diag[ Z,, Z, , . . . , Z, ] or diag[ Zi If= i. For the 
block column matrices we use the notation 
Xl 
col[ x$Li = X 1: XP 
The restriction of an m X n matrix X (considered as a linear transformation 
@” + Cm> to a subspace JG @” is denoted X1.L. 
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2. FORMULAS FOR THE DEGREE IN SUM-MINIMAL 
COPRIME FACTORIZATIONS 
Let G(z) be a (necessarily regular) n X n rational matrix function with 
G(a) = I. A representation 
G(z) = I + C(zZ -A)-‘B, (2.1) 
where the matrices C, A, and B are n X m, m X m, and m X n, respec- 
tively, is called a realization of G(z). The realization (2.1) is called minimal 
if the size m of A is minimal among all realizations of G(z). The McMiZZun 
degree of G(z), denoted 6(G), is defined to be the size of A in a minimal 
realization for G(z). See, e.g., the monographs [lo, 3, IS] for extensive 
expositions of minimal realizations and their properties. 
For a fixed disjoint partition of the extended complex plane C, U @_ = C 
U {m}, where 00 E C, and C_ # 0, consider the coprime factorization 
G = DPIN. (2.2) 
The factorization (2.2) will be called a sum-minimal coprime factorization if 
S( D> + 6( N > is minimal possible among all coprime factorizations of G( z>. 
In this section we state one of the main results of this paper concerning 
the formula for minimal S(D) + S(N) in t erms of a minimal realization for 
G. To start with, consider the scalar case (proved in [21]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 
where Kj E @+> A, E @-, Pq E c,, v, E C_ (some of the sets 
{Kj~=l,I~k]k4=1,(~.l]t=l, or { v,};f, = 1 muy be empty, in which caSe the corre- 
sponding products have to be replaced by 1); note that p + 9 = r + s 
(= 6(g)) because g(m) = 1. Then: 
(1) Zf r < 9, then a sum-minimal coprime factorization is given by 
g(z) = d(z)-in(z), where 
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and 
a(d) + s(n) = P + 4 (= G9). 
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(2) Zf r > q, then a sum-minimal coprime factorization is given by 
g(z) = d(z)-ln(z>, where 
with pI, , pr-q arbitrary points in @ _ , and 
6(d) +6(n) =r+p(> S(g)). 
Proof. Observe that in any coprime factorization g = d -‘n, the func- 
tion d must have at least r zeros ~q, . , k,. and as many poles in @_ (the 
latter condition appears because d cannot have poles and zeros at infinity). 
To obtain a minimal possible sum 6(g) + 6(n), as many poles in @_ of d as 
possible should be canceled against the zeros h,, . , A, of g. These consid- 
erations lead easily to the result of Theorem 2.1. n 
In the matrix case the situation is more complicated and, in contrast with 
the scalar case, cannot be generally settled just by counting the number of 
zeros and poles of G(z) in @+ and @_; more refined structure of zeros and 
poles is needed. 
Let 
G(z) =Z+C(zZ-A,)-‘B 
be a minimal realization of G, and let A, = A,, - BC. Further, let Pl_ and 
P,_ be the Riesz projectors associated with the spectral subspaces of A, and 
A,, respectively, corresponding to the eigenvalues in @_. Thus, 
1 
Pi-= - 
/( 2rri r 
AZ - Al)-’ dh, 
where r is a suitable contour such that all the eigenvalues of A, in CP are 
inside f’, and all the eigenvalues of A, in @+ are outside r; an analogous 
formula holds for P,-. Let 
A 71- = P,pA, P,_ , A,_= Pl-ALP,_; 
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A ?r- and A,_ will be understood as linear transformations defined in Im P,_ 
and in Im PL_, respectively. 
A subspace JVC Im P,_ is called A,_-invariant if A,_x EN for every 
x l Jlr. A subspace J c Im PC_ is called AC_-coinvariant if there exists a 
direct complement A’ to d in Im PL_ such that 1’ is At--invariant. 
Having introduced these definitions and notation, we now state the main 
result in this section. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose G = D -‘N is a coprime factorization of G with 
N(m) = D(m) = I. Then the minimal possible sum S(N) + S(D) of the 
McMillan degrees of D and N is given by 
S(G) + rank( Z - P,- ) 
+ min(dim A+ dimJt’- 2dim(An PL_ [Im( Z - P,_) +J])], 
(2.3) 
where the minimum is taken over all ordered pairs of subspaces (A,& 
where d is AL_-coinvariant and JV is A,._-invariant, 
Moreover, for each choice of pair of subspaces (.L,& where J is 
AC_-coinvariant and Jtr is A,- -invariant, there is a coprime factorization 
G = D&-J NC,>,, such that 
S(N) + S(D) 
= S(G) + rank( I - P,_) 
+ dim_&+ dimH-- 2dim{&n P5_[Im(Z -P,_) +H]}. (2.4) 
An explicit realization formula for DC-i,d is given in Section 8. 
The proof of this th eorem will be based on the concept of null-pole triples 
for rational matrix functions developed recently in [9, 13, 4, l] and elsewhere; 
see the book [S] for a complete exposition. In the next sections we review this 
concept and prove auxiliary results needed for the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
To compute a left coprime factorization G = D-lN for G having the 
minimal possible sum of degrees of the factors, Theorem 2.2 requires one to 
do a search over all possible pairs (A,& where .J% is A[_-coinvariant and JV 
is Am--invariant. However, under some circumstances one can find the 
particular pair (dO,JL”,) for which the minimum is achieved. We first note 
the following general estimate. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Suppose G = D- ‘N is a lef coprim factorization of G 
with D(w) = N(m) = I. Then 
S(D) + 6(N) > m := 6(G) + rank( Z - P,_ ) - rank P,_ IIm ( Z - P,_ ) . 
(2.5) 
Proof. Let J be an At--coinvariant subspace. By Theorem 2.2, the 
result of Theorem 2.3 follows once we show that 
dim .H+ dimH- 2dim(An Im PC_[Im(Z - Pr_) +M] 
> -rank PC-IIm( Z - P,_). (2.6) 
To show (2.6), note that 
dimMa dim(.An Im PJIm(Z - P,_) +.N]). 
Thus 
dim&+ dimy- 2dim(dn Im PS_[Im(Z - P,_) +N]) 
2 dimM- dim(Mn I m Pl- [Im( Z - P?,_) +.N]). (2.7) 
But 
dim(J n Im PL_ [Im( Z - P,_) +J]) 
< dim Im Pip [Im( Z - P,_) +.N] 
< rank P,_IIm( I - Pr_) + rank PC-IN 
< rank P,_IIm( Z - Pr_) + dimA? 
Substitute this inequality into the right-hand side of (2.7) to get 
dim_&+ dimJ- 2dim(.Hn Im Pl_[Im(Z - Prp) +N]) 
> -rank Pr_IIm( Z - Pr_), 
as desired. 
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With an extra hypothesis the lower bound in Theorem 2.3 is in fact the 
minimum, and is achieved with a special choice of pair of subspaces (&a,.~~,). 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose G is a rational matrix function with minimal 
realization G(z) = Z + C(zZ - A,)-‘B, and suppose that JO = 
Im PL_IIm(Z - P,_) is Al_-coinvariant, where A,_= P(_(A, - BC)P[_. 
Then the minimal possible sum S( N > + 6(D) over all possible left coprime 
factorizations G = D-lN of G is equal to 
m := 6(G) + rank( Z - Pr_) - rank P,_IIm( Z - Pm-). (2.8) 
Moreover, a coprime factorization G = D-‘N for which 6(D) + 6(N) = m 
is given by D = DcJO,HOj, N = Nc,O,,O,, where J%~ = Im PC_ lIm(Z - P,_>, 
Jtr, = {O}, and DcxO,JOj, NcJ0,Y06, are as in Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. If A,, = Im Ps_ IIm( Z - P,_ ) is AC_-coinvariant, we may choose 
J =_,&a and .N =Na in Theorem 2.2. Then by (2.4) we have 
W &d + %Y4.4) 
= 6(G) + rank( I - P,-) + rank PL_IIm( Z - Pr-) 
+ 0 - 2 rank P,_IIm( Z - P=_) 
= S(G) + rank( Z - P,._) - rank PL-IIm(Z - P?,-) = m. 
On the other hand if G = D-lN is any left coprime factorization, then 
6(D) + 6(N) > m by Theorem 2.3. Thus D = DcL0,J06), N = N~~Oo,JyO~ 
achieves the minimal possible sum 6( D~xO,JOj> + 6( Ncx,,HOj) = m, as as- 
serted. n 
Another situation where the lower bound in Theorem 2.4 is achieved for 
an explicitly computable choice of subspaces (&a,Ha) is the case where A,_ 
is diagonalizable. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose G is a rational matrix function with minimal 
realization G(z) = Z + C(zZ - A,)-lB such that A,._ is diagonalizable. 
Then the minimal possible sum 6(N) + S(D) over all possible left coptime 
factorizations G = D-IN of G is equal to m (given by (2.8)). Moreover, a 
c~,~rime factorization G = D-‘N for which 6(N) + 6(D) = m is given by 
D = DcrrO,.N,,, N = NcJO,NON,,, where A0 = Im PC_ and HO is any A,_-in- 
variant subspace such that 
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(i) dimJO = rank Ps_ - rank P,_lIm(Z - P,_), 
(ii) Im PL_= P,_I[Im(Z - P,_) +Jv,l, 
and where DcMo,lob) and N~~o,No~ are as in Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. We first assume that there exists an An--invariant subspace NO 
satisfying (i) and (ii> in the statement of the theorem, and set La = Im Pl_. 
Then we note 
dim &a + dimJO - 2dim(Ja n P[_[Im( Z - P,-) +H~]) 
= rank P[_+ [rank PC_- rank P,_lIm( Z - P,_)] - 2rank Ps_ 
= -rank PL_IIm( Z - P,-). 
Hence by Theorem 2.2 [see (2.511, 
Hence by Theorem 2.3, G = D,-~o,,o,N,,o,,o, is a sum-minimal coprime 
factorization. 
It remains to show that an AT--invariant subspace JL”, satisfying (i) and 
(ii) exists if A,_ is diagonalizable. To see this, represent the identity operator 
Z on the state space @ ‘(‘) of G as a block 2 x 2 matrix 
s s12 z = sll 
[ 1 s ) 21 22 
where the domain of Z is expressed as the direct sum Im(Z - P,_) i Im P,_ 
and the range of Z is expressed as the direct sum Im P,,_ -k Im( Z - PC_ >. In 
this representation we have 
s s12 p<_= l1 
[ 1 0 0; 
in particular, [S,, S,,] is surjective as a linear transformation from Im(Z - 
P,_) i Im P,_ to Im P(-. By choosing bases for the various subspaces, we 
can view the linear transformations Sij (1 < i, j < 2) as matrices. Also, since 
A T- is diagonalizable, we may choose a basis for Im P,_ in which A,_ is 
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diagonal. Since [S,, S,,] is surjective, the rank of [S,, S,,] is equal to the 
number of rows, namely rank Pl_. The matrix S,, must have at least 
k := rank PC_- rank S,, 
linearly independent columns [say s,,, sn2,. . . , s,,~, where si, sa, . . . , sj (j = 
rank I’,_) are the columns of S,,] which span a subspace linearly indepen- 
dent of the span of the columns of S,,. With this choice of subset of columns 
of S,,, the matrix [S,, s,, ;** s,,] is surjective. Furthermore. if e, is the ith 
standard basis vector in 0, the subspace Jz/-, = spame,,, , enk) is invariant 
for A,-, since A,_ is diagonal. It is now easy to see that Ho has all the 
required properties. n 
As the proof shows, the result of Theorem 2.5 remains valid if only 
A,_IIm I’,_ is assumed diagonalizable (rather than A,_ 1. 
A further example illustrating Theorem 2.2 is found in Section 9. 
We note that all results of this section, as well as of subsequent ones, 
apply mutatis mutundis to right-coprime factorizations G = ND-l. Just 
observe that a right coprime factorization G = ND-l corresponds to a left 
coprime factorization of the transposed function GT = ( D-‘jTN T. 
3. SYLVESTER DATA SETS AND NULL-POLE 
TRIPLES: PRELIMINARIES 
A collection of matrices T = (C,, A,; A,, Bi; S) is called a Sylvester 
data set if the following properties hold: 
(1) c, and A,, are sizes n X n, and n, X n,, respectively, and 
(2) A, and B, are of sizes nl X ng and nl X n, respectively, and 
i$Im( AiBr) = @“c. 
(3) S is an ng X 12, matrix which satisfies the Sylvester equation 
SA,-A,S = B,C,. 
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The integer n will be called the base dimension of r, and the integers n,, 
and ni will be called the right order and the left or&r, respectively, of r. If, 
in addition, 
u( A,) u u( Al) G c, 
where u is a nonempty subset of c=, then we say that the Sylvester data set is 
a-admissible. In the definition of a Sylvester data set we do not exclude the 
situation when nT or ni (or maybe even both of them) are zero; then the 
corresponding part of a Sylvester data set, i.e. matrices that have at least one 
zero dimension, is assumed to be empty. 
An important example of a Sylvester data set is (C, A; A - BC, B; I>, 
where 
Z + C(zZ -A)-?3 = G(z) 
is a minimal realization of an n x n rational matrix function G(z) such that 
G(m) = I. 
We will use several algebraic operations on Sylvester data sets. For 
V= l,...,r let 
T, = C$'), A’,“‘; At”‘, Bj”‘; S ( “” > 
be a a,,-admissible Sylvester data set, and assume uz n aj = 0 for i z j. We 
define the direct sum of rl, . , 7,. to be the collection of matrices 
T1 a3 T2 a3 1.1 a3 Tr = 0 cp ... C$)] , diag[ A’,‘), . . , A(,')] ; 
diag[ Ay), . , AF)], col[ Bji']'c,; [ sij]i,j=,)> (3’1) 
where S,, (I, = 1,. , r) are taken from the set r,, and Sij for i # j are the 
unique solutions of the Sylvester equations 
SijA$) - A(,“$ = Z$“@‘. (3.21 
The unique solvability of these equations is ensured by the condition a, n aj 
= 0 when i # j. It turns out (see [13]) that (3.1) is indeed a Sylvester data 
set which is ((or U *.. U a,)-admissible. 
Next, we consider corestrictions. Let 
T,, = Cc), A',"'; At"', Bj”‘; S ( 4 v= 1,2, 
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be Sylvester data sets. The set To is called a corestriction of ri, or, more 
precisely, a (Q, yY)- corestriction, if there exist an injective linear transforma- 
tion Q, and a surjective linear transformation q such that 
Equivalently, we say that ri is a coextension of r2. If in these equalities 1I’ 
and @ are invertible, then we say that r1 and r2 are similar. Similarity is the 
natural equivalence notion for Sylvester data sets. One can prove, for 
example, that the direct sum ri @ *** @ 7,. of Sylvester data sets T,, . . . , T, is 
uniquely defined up to similarity: for any permutation (Y of {l, . . , r) the set 
Q-1 @ ..e G3 7, is similar to Tao) @ ..* CB r,(,,. 
There is a natural way to associate a Sylvester data set with a rational 
matrix function (the naturalness of such association is manifested in many 
useful results concerning factorizations of rational matrix functions; several of 
these results will be reviewed in this section). Let W(z) be a regular (i.e. 
with determinant not identically zero) rational n X n matrix function, and let 
(T c G be a nonempty set. The (left> null-pole subspace Pw(W > of W(z) with 
respect to u is defined as follows: 
Ye = {w( z)h( 2) : h l c%‘n( a>}, 
where we denote by sn( u) the set of all n-dimensional column vectors with 
rational entries all poles of which are outside cr. The following result (proved 
in [5]) provides the link between the rational matrix functions and Sylvester 
data sets. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let W(z) be a regular n X n rational matrix function, 
and let (T c C, u # 0. Then there is unique (up to similarity) Sylvester data 
set 
T= {c,A,;A~,B;S} 
such that 
Ye = C(zl-A,)-‘r+h(z):r~a=~“,h(x) ES,,(~) 
are such that c Res,= z. 
[( 
zZ - AS) -%h( z)] = Sx . (3.3) 
Z”EU 
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Here and elsewhere in this paper we denote by Res,= z. f(z) the residue 
of a rational (scalar, vector, or matrix) function f(z) at .z,, [i.e. the coefficient 
of (z - zO>-’ in the Laurent series for f(z) centered at .Q]. 
The Sylvester data set r given by Theorem 3.1 is called a clefi> null-pole 
triple for W(Z) over CT (for short, a a-null-pole triple). Note that the base 
dimension of r is n, the size of W. It can be constructed starting with null 
data and pole data of W(z) (see the monograph [3] for a thorough exposition 
of null-pole triples). We mention the formula for a left null-pole triple in case 
W(Z) is analytic and invertible at infinity and is given by a minimal realization 
W(z) = D + C(zZ -A)-‘B. 
The null-pole triple r over u is given then by 
T = (ClIm P,, AlIm P,; AXIIm P,“, PcBDel; PcIIrn Pv), 
where P, is the Riesz projection for A corresponding to the eigenvaIues of A 
in (T, and P,” is the Riesz projection for AX:= A - BD-‘C corresponding 
to u. 
We need also the following divisibility result (proved in 141). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let W,(Z) and W(z) be regular n X n rational matrix 
functions, and let u c C. Then the factorization 
W(z) = WM. [wdow] 
is minimal at every point in 5 if and only if the null-pole triple of W,( z.) over 
5 is a corestriction (as a Sylvester data set) of the null-pole triple of W(z) 
over u. 
Recall that a factorization W(z) = W,(z)W,(z) of regular rational matrix 
functions is called minimal at zO if the local McMillan degrees of W, and W, 
at zO add up to the local McMillan degree of W at zO: SZO(W> = S”(W,> + 
SZO(W,>, where for 
W( 2) = 5 (2 - z"yY, ci 2 0) 
k= -j 
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we define 
Y-, 
0 
.I 
. (3.4) 
0 
The quantity (3.4) is called the local McMiZZan degree of W(z) at za. This 
definition of a local McMillan degree will be applied also to rational matrix 
functions of rectangular 
infinity the equality 
holds. 
The following result 
gives a lower bound for 
corestriction. 
size. Note that for W(z) analytic and invertible at 
(a generalization of a part of Theorem 2.1 in [15]> 
possible McMillan degrees of a function with given 
THEOREM 3.3. Let r = (C,, A,; A,, Bg; r) be a u-admissible Sylvester 
data set, where the sizes of ,matrices are n X n,, n, X n,, ni X ni, ni X 
n, nc X n,, respectively. If r is a corestriction of a u-null-pole triple for a 
rational matrix function W, then 
S(W) > nT + ng - rank r. (3.5) 
Proof. Suppose 
rw = (C,,, -%W; A,,, BL,; L) (3.6) 
is a a-null-pole triple for W where the sizes of matrices are n X n,,, n,, X 
n TW) ngw X njw, niw X n, njw X n,,, and let r be a corestriction of 7,. By 
the definition of a corestriction of a Sylvester data set, there exist an injective 
linear map @ and a surjective linear map E for which 
(3.7) 
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Since E is surjective and Q, is injective, there exist invertible linear maps 
Tc, T, for which 
E=[I O]Ti (3.8) 
and 
@=T, f,. [1 
Upon substituting (3.8), (3.9) in (3.7)) we have 
[I O]T&T, :, = r, 
[ 1 
i.e., 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
for some matrices r12, r,,, r,, of sizes ng x ii, n * x nsr, n * x ii, where 
E=n -n Trw and n, = ngw - ni. To evaluate 6(W), we consider an 
admissible Sykester data set 
Since T, given by (3.6) is a cT-null-pole triple for W, Q-L is also a m-null-pole 
triple for W. By Theorem 2.1 in [15], 
6(W) > nrw + niw - rankTlrwT,. 
Now, we estimate rank Tc lY,T, By (3.101, 
r 
rank Tt r,T, = rank r 
21 
1 +Fi~rankr+{#ofrowsofr,, } +n. 
(3.11) 
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Since F,, is n * X n,, the above inequality is reduced to 
rankTgFxTV < rankI + n* + n. 
Substituting this inequality in (3.11) and recalling that n,, = ?i + nT, nju, = 
ng + n,, we get 
S(W) 2 (E + n,) + (ns + n,) - rankr -n, -E 
= n, + ni - rank F 
This completes the proof. n 
Let W(z) be an n X n rational matrix function with W(a) = I. A 
null-pole triple of W(z) over 62 will be called a global null-pole triple of W. 
[One can also introduce null-pole triples at infinity, and therefore consider 
global null-pole triples of regular rational matrix functions with possible poles 
and/or zeros at infinity (see [l, 31 for details); we do not need this generality 
here.] Theorem 3.3 clearly implies that the inequality (3.5) holds for every 
corestriction T of a global null-pole triple of W. It was proved in [15] (see 
also [3]) that the converse in a sense is also true: given T, there exists a 
rational matrix function W such that T is a corestriction of its global null-pole 
triple, and the equality 6(W) = nm + ng - rank I holds; moreover, W(z) 
can be chosen to have all its poles and zeros in u U {z,}, where z,, is an 
arbitrarily preselected point outside of cr. 
4. LEFT AND RIGHT NULL AND POLE PAIRS 
Besides the null-pole triples for a rational matrix function introduced in 
the previous section, we need also the concept of null and pole pairs. Rather 
than introducing these concepts independently of null-pole triples (as was 
done in many sources, e.g., [17, 311, it is more convenient here to derive them 
from the already introduced null-pole triples. 
Let W(z) be a regular rational n X n matrix function. For a set u & C, 
let (C,, A,; A,, Bc; S> be a null-pole triple of W(z). Then the pair (C,, A,) 
is called a u-right pole pair of W(z), and the pair (A,, B, ) is called u-lef 
null pair of W(z). These pairs are uniquely determined by W(z) and u up 
to similarity: 
(C,, A,) + (CJ,, T,‘A,T,)> (A, > Bi) + (T,-‘A& Ti’&) 
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for some invertible matrices T, and T,. 
We say that a pair of matrices (C, A) of sizes n X nrr and YZ~ X n,, 
respectively, is a null-kernel pair (or observable pair) if 
i?, Ker(CA’) = (0) ; 
the integer n is called the order of (C, A). Given two null-kernel pairs 
(C,, A,) and (C,, AZ), the pair CC,, A,) is a restriction of CC,, A,) if 
C,@ = C,, A,@ = @A, for some injective linear transformation a,. We will 
apply this notion to v-right pole pairs of rational matrix functions. Dually, we 
consider two full-range pairs (or controllable pairs) (A,, B,) and (AS, B,), 
i.e. such that 
E Image( A;‘Bi) = C=“l, 
j= 0 
n, = size of A. and assume that their orders n, and n2 are equal (say, equal 
to n). Then (A’,, B,) is called a corestriction of (A,, B,) if A,* = *A,, B, 
= WB, for some surjective linear transformation q. Observe that the con- 
cepts of restrictions and corestrictions of pairs are in agreement with the 
corestriction of Sylvester data sets. 
We need the following connection between corestrictions and restrictions 
of pairs and factorizations of rational matrix functions. 
THEOREM 4.1. 
(a> Let W, and W, be regular rational n X n matrix functions with 
a-left null pairs (A,, B,) and (A,, B,) respectively. Assume that W, = 
W,W,, where the rational matrix function W, has no poles in cr. Then 
(AZ, B,) is a corestriction of (A,, B,). The pair (A,, B,) is similar to 
(A,, B,) (i.e., th e surjective linear transformation ? in the definition of a 
corestriction is actually an isomorphism) if and only if W, has no zeros in u 
as well. 
(b) Let W, and W, be regular rational n X n matrix functions with 
a-right pole pairs (C,, A,) and (C,, A,) respectively. Assume that W, = 
W,W, where W, has no zeros in u. Then (C,, A,) is a restriction of 
CC,, A,). The pairs (C,, A,) and (C,, A,) are similar if and only if W, has 
no poles in u as well. 
Theorem 4.1 can be deduced from Theorem 3.1. 
In a dual way a-left pole pairs and u-right null pairs are introduced. It 
turns out that the pair (C, A) is a u-right null pair of W(Z) if and only if it is 
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a g-right pole pair for W(Z)- ‘. Also, ( A, B) is a u-left pole pair of W(z) if 
and only if (A, B) is a a-left null pair for W(z)-‘. The result analogous to 
Theorem 4.1 is valid for a-left pole pairs and g-right null pairs. We omit its 
statement. 
In the sequel we shall need the concept of a a-left null pairs for rational 
matrix functions of rectangular size. Here, we recall this concept only for a 
relatively simple case when the rectangular matrix functions has linearly 
independent rows for some values of z (the theory of u-null-pole triples, and 
in particular, of a-left null pairs for general rectangular matrix functions is 
developed in [7, 81). Let there be given an m X n rational matrix function 
W(Z) such that for some z,, E @ the matrix W(Z,) has linearly independent 
rows [it follows that m < 12 and that W( za) has linearly independent rows for 
all but a finite number of values of z0 E Cl. Using the Smith form of W(Z), 
write 
W(z) = [W(z) O]F(+ 
where W,(z) is an m X m rational matrix function with det W,(z) f 0, and 
F(z) is an 12 X n matrix polynomial without zeros in the complex plane. By 
definition, for a given set (T E @, a a-left null pair for W(Z) is identified 
with a a-left null pair for W,,( z ). 
It is instructive to describe the relations between u-left null pairs 
(A,, B,), . . .,(Ak,Bk)ofregul ar rational matrix functions W,(z), , W,(z), 
respectively, and the a-left null pair of the rectangular functions W(Z) = 
[W,(Z) W,(z) *a* Wk(z)]. It is easy to see that a a-left null pair (A, B) of 
W(z) is a corestriction of each (Ai, Bi), i = 1,. , k. In other words, (A, B) 
is a common corestriction of (A,, B,), . . . , (A,, B,). However, (A, B) need 
not be the greatest common corestriction of (A,, B,), . . . , (A,, Bk). We 
recall that a common corestriction (A’, B’) of (A,, B,), . , (Ak, I&) is called 
a greatest common corestriction of (( Ai, Bj)},k_ i if any other common core- 
striction of {( Ai, Bi)},k_i is in turn a corestriction of (A’, I?‘); a greatest 
common corestriction of full-range pairs of the same order always exists and 
is unique up to similarity; see, e.g., [17], and see also the next section for a 
more complete exposition of this topic in the framework of Sylvester data 
sets. Consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let 
W,(z) = ; “1’ ) 
[ I Wz(“> = [: -y], 
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and let u consist of the point 0. Then both W,( 5) and W,(z) have the same 
a-left null pair (0, [O l]), and therefore their greatest common corestriction is 
also (0, [0 11). However, the 2 X 4 matrix function W(Z) = [W,(Z) W,(z)] is 
easily seen to reduce to 
[ .2-l 0 0 1 0 0 1 
by using multiplication on the right by a matrix polynomial with constant 
nonzero determinant. Thus, W(z) has no zeros at all at 0, and the c-left null 
pair of W( 2) is empty. n 
5. SYLVESTER DATA SETS: COMMON CORESTRICTIONS 
Let 7i = <C$), A$); Ay), Bi”); Si), i = 1, , r, be a set of Sylvester data 
sets with the same base dimension. We say that a Sylvester set r is a common 
corestriction of rl, . . . , 7, if T is a corestriction of each 7. A common 
corestriction r of ri, , 7,. is called maximal if any other common corestric- 
tion 7’ of TV,. , T,. such that 7 is a corestriction of r’ must actually be 
similar to r. A common corestriction T of ri, . . , T, is called greatest if any 
other common corestriction of ri, . . . , T, is in turn a corestriction of 7. These 
concepts were studied in depth in [2] and applied subsequently to simultane- 
ous Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation problems for rational matrix functions 
[6]. We need the following proposition. As background information (proved in 
[2]), note that a greatest common corestriction of given ri, . . . , T, (with the 
same base dimension) does not always exist, but there is always a maximal 
common corestriction of T,, . . . , 7,. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Given any common corestriction T of TV, . , T,., there 
exists a maximul common corestrktion r’ of TV, . . . , r, such that T’ is a 
coextension of 7. 
Proof. Because the left order and the right order of each r, are finite, 
any chain w,,w2,. . ~ of common corestrictions of {ri, , T,.}, such that 
u; = I r and wi is a coextension of uji_ 1, must stabilize. In other words, the 
left orders of all wi are equal, for i > i,,, and the right orders of all wi are 
equal, for i > i,. Th ere ore, wi (i > iO) are similar to each other, and we can f 
take 7’ = wi,. n 
We will apply Proposition 5.1 in a particular situation when the common 
corestriction 7 is maximal only with respect to a part of each of the Sylvester 
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data sets 7i (i = 1,. , n). Given Sylvester data set T = (C,, A,; A,, Bi; S), 
the pair of matrices (C,, A,) is called a tight puir of 7, and (A,, B) is called 
a lef pair of T. The right pair (C,, A,) is a null-kernel pair. For null-kernel 
pairs (with the same base dimension) the theory of common restriction and 
greatest common restriction was developed in [I41 (a full exposition of this 
and related topics can be found in [I7]); in fact, these are particular cases of 
common corestriction and greatest common corestriction of Sylvester data 
sets. Unlike the situation for general Sylvester data sets, a greatest comIIu)n 
restriction (necessarily unique up to similarity) (C, A) of a set of null-kernel 
pairs (Cc”, Aci)), i = 1,. . . , r (having the same base dimension) always exists. 
More precisely, (C, A) has the properties that Cc”Qi = C, A(“@) = Qi A 
(i = 1,. . . , T) for some injective linear transformation Q>i (i = 1, , r), and 
if (C’, A’) is another pair of matrices such that (?“@,I = C’, A(“@; = @:A’ 
(i = 1,. . , r) for some injective linear transformations (ai, then (C’, A’) is a 
restriction of (C, A): C@ = C’, A@ = @A’, w h ere the linear transformation 
@ is injective. 
Analogously, a left pair (A,, Bs> of a Sylvester data set T is a full-range 
pair. Again, for a set (A(‘), B”‘), i = 1, . . . , r, of full-range pairs, there exists 
a unique (up to similarity) greatest common corestriction (A, B) (see [14, 
171). 
Returning to the Sylvester data sets 7i =$Cz), A$); A!), IL?:‘); Si), i = 
1, , r, having the same base dimension, let (C, A> be the greatest common 
restriction of <C$), AZ)) (i = 1, , T). Then T=<?,, &;Ca,@,@,> is a 
common corestriction of TV, . . . , T,, and by Proposition 5.1 there exists a 
maximal common corestriction + of TV, . . , T, such that ? is a coextension of 
T. It is easy to see [using the definition of a corestriction of Sylvester data 
sets, and the upiqu,ene,ss of <c^,, A^,)] that up to similarity ? has the form 
? = CC,, A,; A,, Bc; S) for some full-range pair (Al, Bi) and some s^. 
THE~EY 5.2. The SJloester data se,t ? is unique up fo similarity: if 
w1 = (C,, A,; A,,, BL,; S,> and wp = (C,, ,A,.; ,Arz, Btz; S,) are maximal 
common corestr-ictions of T, , . . . , T,, where (C, , A,) is the greatest common 
restriction of (C, , (O AZ’) (i = 1, . , r), then w1 and w, are similar. 
Proof. This result is a by-product of the properties of the partial order 
introduced and studied in Section 4 of 121. We give a direct proof 
Since w, and u;~ are common corestrictions of T, , . . , T,, we have 
cz)@ij = 6,) A;)Qij = Qij & , (5.1) 
AU’Pij = ‘3FijA:‘), BLj = ‘Pij Bf’, (5.2) 
S. = ‘IIr..S(“)@,.. 
I ‘3 ‘I (5.3) 
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for some injective linear maps Qii and surjective linear maps qtj (j = 1,2; 
i = 1,. , r). We make next the ‘(well-known) observation that an injective 
linear map @ such that Cc’)@ = c^ A(‘)@ = @A (here i is fixed) is 
unique. Indeed, the differenct @’ - ;‘“I: bltieen any”two such maps Cp’ and 
Cp” satisfies 
and therefore 
Im( a,’ - @“) c n Ker(Cz)Ac)k) = (0) , 
k=O 
where the last equality is ensured by the null-kernel property of (C$‘, AC)). 
Applying this_remAark to (5.11, we see that cPij = Qi are in fact independent 
of j. Let (A,, BS) be the greatest common corest$$m of (At”, B:“), 
i = I..., r. Then ( ASj, BSj) is a corestriction of (As, B[), so there exist 
surjective linear maps W, and qg such that 
ASjTi = qj A;- , BSj = qj ij (j = 1,2). 
The pair (A(, Fiji> being, in particular, a common corestriction of (A($:, B$‘)), 
i = 1, . , r, there exist also the associated surjective linear maps qi (i = 
1,. . , r) such that 
Thus, 
and by the uniqueness statement analogous to that proved in the previous 
paragraph, we have qij = TjGi. Now Equations (5.11, (5.2), (5.3) take the 
form 
C~‘@,, = 6,) At'@, = Qi A^,, , (5.4) 
Aijqj$ = !I’$ Ay', BSj = y’ij Bj"', (5.5) 
sj = !I!#@$“@J (i = 1 ), .) r; j = 1,2). (5.6) 
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Define 
It follows from the equalities (5.4)-(5.6) that w. := <c^,, A”,; A,,, Blo; So> is 
a common corestriction of 7i,. . , r,. On the other hand, it is easy to see that 
each of w1 and w2 is a corestriction of wo. By the maximality property of wi 
and w2 we must have that each of them is actually similar to wo, and so w1 
and ws are similar to each other. n 
In view of the uniqueness property proved in Theorem 5.2 we introduce 
the following definition. Let TV = (Cc), A$); Ap), B$‘); SC”)), i= 1,. , r, be 
Sylvester data sets with the same base dimension, and let (C,, A,) be the 
greatest common restriction of CC:), At)), i = 1,. . . ,,T. Then the unique (up 
to similarity) Sylvester data set of the form <c^,, A,,; * , * , * ) which is a 
maximal common corestriction of TV,. . . , 7,. will be called the maximum pole 
common corestriction of ri, , T,.. Dually there exists a unique (up to 
similarity) maximal common corestriction 7’ of ri, . . . , T, having the form 
( * , * ;( A^ , l?[ >; * >, where ( A[, I?[ ) is the greatest common corestriction of 
( Af', B$), i = 1, , r. Such a r’ will be called the maximum zero comnwn 
corestriction of ri, , 7,. 
Maximum pole common corestrictions (as well as maximum zero common 
corestrictions) enjoy the localization property. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let 7ij = (C$j)A$j); A’,‘j), Bfij); S,,), j = 1,. . . , si, i = 
1 > . . . , r, be Sylvester data sets such that the sets 
(5.7) 
are mutually disjoint. Let ri be the maximum pole common corestriction of 
Til> . . , rjs . Then the direct sum r1 EI ... @ r, (see (3.1) for the definition of 
this con&t) is the maximum pole common coresttiction of 
where s = max(s,, s2,. , s,) and by convention the terms rjj with j > si 
are omitted from the direct sums. 
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Proof. For notational simplicity, we assume that si = s for i = 1, . . . , r. 
Let (Cmi, AVj) be the right pair TV. Then, by definition of TV, (Cri, ATi) is 
the greatest common restriction of (Cc’), At’)), . . . , <CzS), A:“)). The hy- 
potheses on disjointness of the sets (5.7) ensures that 
([Cd c,2 *** C,,],diag[A,,,..., A,,]) 
is the greatest common restriction of 
([ c(W 7T c(iZ) . . . 7r c;~)], diag[ A?‘, . , At”‘] ) , i = l,...,r; 
see Lemma 9.4 and 9.5 in [17]. Thus, the right pair ri @ a.0 6~ 7,. is indeed 
the greatest common restriction of the right pairs of 7il @ 1.1 @ T~$, i = 
1,. . ) ?-. 
Further, it is not difficult to verify that ri $ *** $ 7, is a common 
corestriction of ~-i. @ 1.1 @ 7rj (j = 1,. . . , s). Indeed, write ri = (Cri, 
ATi; Ali, B,,; Ti). Th en, as Ti is a common corestriction of rii, . . . , riS, we 
have 
cpaij = C,!, A;j$ = aijA,+ 
A,jq.j = ‘P.. Acij) 
11 c ’ BCi = w. .B(ij) “1 5 1 T, = ‘PijSijQij (5.8) 
for some injective linear transformations Qij and surjective linear transforma- 
tions qiij (here j = 1,. . , s and i = 1,. , r). So 
[ 
c(ii) . . . 
77 
C$j)] diag[ @ij,. .?Drj] = [Cd *.. c-d-], 
diag [ Azj), . , A$‘] diag[ Q,j, , arj] 
= diag[ @ij,. , Qrj] diag[ A,,, . , A,,], 
diag[Abl,..., Ar,] diag[ Wlj, . . . , *rj] 
= diag[ qij, . . . , qrj] diag[ A?‘, . . . , AYE’] , 
col[ R5i]~=l = diag[qlj,. . ,qrj] col[ Bi”j)]r=,. 
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Therefore, to verify that pi @ *a* @ 7, is a common corestriction of 7ij 
$ ... @ rrj (j = 1,. . . ) s), it only remains to show that 
where Tii = T,, Siij = S,,, and Tpq (p # q), Sklj (k z Z> are determined by 
the equations 
S,, A’lj) - 
1 77 
+j)S klj = f$kj)cLlj,lj’. (5.10) 
The equalities (5.9) are easily verified using (5.8) and the uniqueness of 
solution Sklj of Equation (5.10) if k # 1. 
Finally, let r = (C,, A,; A,, Bi; S) be a common corestriction of 7ii 
@ . ..~7~~(j=I....,~)suchthat7,~ ... @ 7, is in turn a corestriction of 
r. We have to prove that in fact r is similar to ri @ .a. @ r,.. Without loss of 
generality assume 
c, = [ CT1 c,, **. CT,], A,, = diag[A,,,..., A,,], 
and partition S accordingly: S = [S, *** S,]. Denote by Pci the Riesz 
projector associated with the spectral subspace of A, corresponding to its 
eigenvalues in IJ 5X i[ a( Atjj’> U a( Ac,“j))]. It is easy to see that 
T; := (C,+ AVi; PliAs, PliB5; P$,) 
is a common corestriction of rii, . , Tis, and therefore (because of the 
maximality of 7,) T: is similar to ri. In particular, rank Pci is equal to the size 
of the matrix ALi. Now clearly the size of A, is equal to the size of 
diagl A,,, , As,]. Because ri @ 0-a GJ 7,. is a corestriction of r and both 
71 @ *** CB 7,. and T have equal right order and equal left order, they must be 
similar. H 
3. MAXIMUM POLE COMMON CORESTRICTIONS OF 
NULL-POLE TRIPLES 
In this section we specialize the notion of maximum pole common 
corestrictions to the situation when the Sylvester data sets involved are 
null-pole triples for rational matrix functions. 
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Suppose we are given n X n rational matrix functions W, and W, for 
which Wl(m) = W,(m) = I and TV, 72 are {z&null-pole triples for W, and 
W,, respectively. A procedure to construct the maximum pole common 
corestriction 71 and TV will be shown in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let W,, W, be rational matrix functions with W,(m) = 
W2(m) = 1. Let <CT, &) be a greatest common restriction of the tight 
{z&pole pairs of W, and W,. Let (&, SC) be a left {z,)-null pair of the 
n X 2n_ rat~ona~ma_trix function [W, W,]. Then, for a unique matrix S,, 
r, = CC,, A,; A,, B,; S,) is the maximum pole common corestriction of the 
{z&null-pole triples of W, and W,. 
Proof. By definition <CT, &) is a common restriction (in fact the 
greatest such) of {z&pole pairs of W, and W,. Any left null function of 
[W, W,] trivially is a left null function at least of the same order for W, and 
W, separately. Hence ( &, Zl > is a common corestriction of the { z,}-left null 
pairs for W, and W,. It follows by the definition of a corestriction that there 
are unique matrices (called the coupling matrices) S, and S, such that 
<CT, &; A;, EL; SL) is a corestriction of a (z&left-null-pole triple for W, 
and CC,, A,; A,, Bi; S,) is a corestriction of a {z&left-null-pole triple for 
W,. We now show that S, = S,. To do this we use the formula for the 
coupling matrices in terms of pole chains and augmented null chains. The 
concept of augmented null chains and the formula for the coupling matrices 
have been developed in [9]; see also Equation (12.5.15) and Theorem 12.5.2 
in [31. We will not define this concept here and refer the reader to [2] and 
Chapter I2 in [3]. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that &and &. are in Jordan 
form $nd transposed Jordan form respectively, say A, = diag[J?i,, . , Jr,] 
and A, = diag[JST,, . . . , J&l. Let c,, =Ic,,, , C, 
be conformal partitionings of C, and B, respective y. Then the columns of P 
] and gc = col[ B,j]~=, 
cVi represent a common right pole chain of W, and W, at z+,, and the rows 
of gcj represent a common left null chain of W, and W, for each fixed i and 
j (1 < i < p, 1 <j < q). But more is true. Since gcj represents a left null 
chain for the row matrix function [W, W,], it arises from the Taylor coeffi- 
cients of a row vector function cp(z> which is simultaneously a left null 
function for both W, and W, with order equal to at least its order as a null 
function of [W, W,]. Hence Bsj has a single augmentation 
%j 
[ I Bsj 
the rows 
B 
of which simultaneously form an augmented left null chain for W, and for 
W2. Recall the formula (12.5.15) in [3] for the coupling matrix S in terms of 
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right pole chains and augmented left null chains for each of the functions W, 
and W,: Write 
j = l,.. .,q, 
where s is the maximum between the order of zO as a pole of W, and the 
order of .z, as a pole of W,, and 
cTi = [ uil ui2 “. uiv,], i = 1,. . . , p; 
then S = [ Sji] (1 G j G q; 1 G i G p), where Sji is the pj X vi matrix given 
bY 
0 
'j2 
I 1 
0 
0 
'j.Lc,+l 
0 
0 
uil 
0 
0 
0 
0 
uil 
ui2 
0 
0 
Uil 
ui2 
ui Y 
I 
. (6.2) 
Using this formula, we see that S, = S,. We may then set S, = S, = S,. 
Thus T, = <en, &; &, B[; S,) is a common corestriction of {z&null-pole 
triples for W, and Wz. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, it remains to show that the 
common corestriction 7, is maximal. Suppose ? = (c,, AT; A,, B,; s> is a 
common corestriction of { z,}-null-pole triples for W, and W,, where C,, &, 
is a greatest common restriction of the right pole pairs for W, and W,. Let F 
be an n x n regular rational matrix function for which ? is a a-null-pole 
triple, where 
CT= cT(W,) u a(W,) u a(w,l) u a(W,-1). 
We represent W, and W, and W, = F( F-l W, ), W, = F( F-l W,). Since a 
cr-null-pole triple for F is a corestriction of cT-null-pole triples for W,, W,, 
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due to Theorem 3.2 we have 
S,(w,) = 6,(F) + q,(F-‘W,), S,(W,) = 6,(F) + 8g(F-1W2); (6.3) 
equivalently 
z,(W,) = z,(F) + z,(Fp’W,), z,(W2) = z,(F) + z,(F-~W,), (6.4) 
where 8, (z,,) represents the number of poles (zeros) in the set cr. Now, 
letting W = W,1M7Z, we have 
< 8c(F-1Wl)p1 + 8g(F-1W,) = z,(F-‘W,) + i3c(F-‘W,). 
Plugging (6.3) and (6.4) into the above, we get 
%(W) =G z, (W,) - z,(F) + %(W,) - a,(F). 
Recalling that S,<W > = a(W) and z,(w,) = 6(w,), S,(WJ = 6(W,) by 
the choice of u, the above is the same as 
6(W) < 6(W,) + 6(W,) -z,(F) - 6,(F). 
Since 7 is a cr-null-pole triple for F, 
~a( F) = [the order of ( A,, BS)] =: I,, 
S,(F) = [theorderof(Cn, K,,>] =:i,. 
NOW, by substituting z,(F) = I,, S,(F) = i,, we have 
S(W) 6 qwl) + a(~,) - I, - i,. (6.5) 
On the other hand, we can express 6(W) in terms of zeros and poles of 
W, and W:. It is easy to see that 
6(W) = 6([W I]). (6.6) 
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Since [W Z] has no zeros in C U {a}, we have 
S([ W Z]) = defIW I], (6.7) 
where def H stands for the defect of a rational matrix function H: 
defH = (#ofpolesof H inC U (~1) - (#ofzerosof H in@ U {w}) 
(For more details about the defect of a rational matrix functions, see [19] or 
[20].) Plugging in W = WC’W, and applying the fact that the defect of 
full-row-rank rational matrix function is unchanged under the premultiplica- 
tion by a regular rational matrix function, we get 
def([ W I]) = def([ W,lW, I]) = def([ Wr Ws]) 
= 6[Wr Wa] - [#ofzerosof [Wr WZ,]]. (6.8) 
From Lemma 6.4 (given at the end of this section), we get 
s[wl w2] = s(w,) + qw,) - i,. (6.9) 
As ( &, El ) is a {z&left null pair of [W, W,], we have that 
{#ofzerosof [Wr ““21) = iL, (6.10) 
the order of (Kc, Bs). Combining (6.6)-(6.101, it follows that 
6(w) = s(w,) + s(w,) - i, - ile (6.11) 
Finally, taking into account (6.51, we conclude i< > I,. This proves that 7 
cannot have 7, [given by (6.7)] as its proper corestriction. n 
We remark that a direct proof of the maximality of TV in Theorem 6.1 is 
possible. However, it is somewhat cumbersome, so we content ourselves with 
the less direct but easier proof given above. 
Combining Theorem 5.3 and 6.1, we obtain a global version of the result 
of Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose W, and W, are rational n X n matrix functions 
with w,(w) = Ws(m) = I. For a given subset u of the complex plane, let 
<CT, A,) be a greatest com7Tu)n restriction of v-pole pairs for W, and W,, 
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and let ( &, EL > be a a-left null pair for [W, W,]. Then there is a unique - - -- 
matrix S, such that 7, = (C, , A,,; A,, B, : SC> is a maximal common core- 
striction of u-null-pole triples of W, and W,. 
As a by-product of the proof of Theorem 6.1, we obtain a result (Theorem 
7.1 below) that describes the “degree of nonminimality” of a factorization of 
rational matrix functions W = WC1 W,. Indeed, at any given point za, the 
degree of nonminimality of this factorization can be thought of as 
(if the factorization is minimal at .za, then this expression is 0; otherwise, it is 
positive). 
Theorem 6.3 is of independent interest, although in this paper it is only 
one of many tools we need for the proof of Theorem 2.2. For a given set 
fr c @, we let 
be the McMillan degree of a rational matrix function W( z> with respect to CT. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let the rational matrix function W have a factorization 
W = WI- r W, where W, and W, are n X n regular rational matrix functio?s, 
and let there be given a subset o G d=. Denote by + = (6,) A^,; A,, s[ ; SC> 
the maximum-pole maximal common corestriction of the o-null-pole triple of 
W, and the a-null-pole triple of W,. Then 
S,(W) = S,(W,) + %(W,) - I”, - E1,, 
where f, is the order of <c^,, , A^,) and ii is the order of ( it, lZL >. 
Proof. If u = {z,}, then Theorem 6.3 follows from (6.11). The general 
case is reduced to the case when u = {z,} by using the localization Theorem 
5.3. n 
We conclude this section with an auxiliary result used in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 
LEMMA 6.4. If W, and W, are n x n rational matrix functions with 
W,(m) = Wz(m) = I, then for any .zO E @, 
q([w1 w2]) = %,Wl> + %,W2) - LOO 
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where l,, is the order of a greatest common restriction of a {z&right pole 
pair for W, and a {z,}-tight pole pair for W,. 
Proof. By Lemma 12.3.4 in [3] (its proof applies, with slight modifica- 
tions, to rectangular rational matrix functions as well) we have 
S,J [ wl w2]) = dim PIzo,( [ Wl ““21) (6.12) 
and 
%,(wi) = dim P,z,,(Wi), i = 1,2, (6.13) 
where in general we define the pole module Ptz,,<U> of the rational m X n 
matrix function 1I’ over the point z0 E C by 
Here 9’” denotes n-component vector rational functions, Sn({ z,]) consists of 
all such functions analytic at za, and Pt!& is the projection onto 9~<{z~,}~) 
(m-component vector rational matrix functions with only pole at z,, and 
vanishing at infinity) along S’~({z,}). Note that the existence of Pt’!$ follows 
from the elementary partial-function expansion. Further note that 
Thus 
6,,([wl Wzl> =d’“[P,zpp3 + qz,)Pd] 
= ~mqzpl) + dim q*,,wd 
- dm[ p,zopl) l-l qzo)P2)]~ 
But again by Lemma 12.3.4 in [3] we know that 
17rcl = dim[ P{z,,(WJ r-l P{z,,(We)]. 
The lemma now follows, taking into account (6.12) and (6.13). 
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7. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT (THEOREM 
J. A. BALL ET AL. 
2.2) 
We first restate the theorem in terms of null-pole triples. Let G be a 
given n X n rational matrix function with G(w) = I. Let 
be a global null-pole triple for G, where 
o(A,+) ” +e+) c C+, a( A,_) U g( AC-) G @_. 
Suppose the sizes of A,+, A,_, A,,, A,_ are n=+, n,_, ng+, nl-, respec- 
tively. Then the invertible matrix S is represented in block 2 X 2 matrix form 
as 
s s12 s = sll 
[ 1 21 s 22 (7.2) 
where S,, is ni_ x n,+, S,, is ni_ X n,_, S,, is n5+ X nr+, and S,, is 
ni+X n,_. 
The following is a reformulation of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose G = D- lN is a lef-coprime factorization of G 
with D(w) = N(m) = I. Then the minimal possible sum 6(N) + S(D) of the 
McMillan degrees of D and N is given by 
6(G) + n,+ + min(dim A+ dimH- 2dim(An Im[ S,, SizlsJ])), 
where 4 is an AL_-coinvariant subspace, .Af is an AT--invariant subspace, 
and [S,, S,,] is given by (7.2). Moreover, for any such pair of subspaces 
L,JV there is a coprime factorization G = DC->,Jy, NCx,,y, such that 
6(N) + 6(D) = 6(G) + n,++ dim d+M 
- 2dim(& n Im[ Sir S,,IN]). 
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Proof. We shall prove now Theorem 7.1. Let L be the minimal possible 
sum S(D) + 6(N), and let 
m = min(dimM+ dim.N- 2dim(dMn Im[S,, S12~]): 
Jis an AC_-coinvariant subspace antiis an AT--invariant subspace 
> 
First we will show that L 2 6(G) + n,++ m. Suppose G = D-‘N, with 
D(m) = N(w) = I, is a left coprime factorization. Let 
be a maximu?-pole C-corestriction of gbbal pull-pole triples for, D PI and G. 
We let & X 1, be the size of A, and 1, X 1, be the size of A,. Since the 
C+-right pole pair for G coincides with the @+-right pole pair for De1 (this 
is a general property of coprime factorizations-see, e.g., [16, Sl-and 
follows also from Theorem 4.1), (c^,, k,> can be expressed as 
(7.6) 
for a null-kemel*pai; (c,_, &_) which is a restriction of (C,_, A,- ). We 
also note that (A,, BS) is a corestriction of (A,_, B<-), since D-’ has zeros 
only in C_. 
Since (&, it) is a corestriction of (Al_, Bs_), there exists a surjective 
matrix T of size ii x ni_ for which 
A;-T = TA,_ , gl = TB,_ . (7.7) 
Likewise, due to the fact that (6,_, A^,_) is a restriction of (C,_, A,_), 
there exists an injective matrix U of size n,- X f,_ for which 
Vi_ = A,_ U, e,_= c,_u. (7.8) 
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Upon combining (7.5), (7.6), (7.81, we have 
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(7.9) 
(7.10) 
Since ? given by (7.4) is a corestriction of r given by (7.11, 
By substituting the above and (7.71, (7.91, (7.10) in (7.4), we get 
By applying Theorem 3.3 to a rational matrix function D-’ which has ? 
given by (7.11) as a corestriction of its global null-pole triple, we obtain 
S( 0-l) > n,+ + f,_+ ii - rankT[ Sn S,,U], (7.12) 
where I!,_ is the size of A^,_. On the other hand, we see that 
S(D) = n,,++ f,_+ k (7.13) 
for some nonnegative integer k, since <c^,, A^,) of order n,, + Lfl_ is a 
corestriction of a C-right pole pair for D-r. 
To find 6(N), we represent N as N = DG. Then, by Theorem 6.3 
6(N) = S(D) + 6(G) - lT_- ic. (7.14) 
Upon combining (7.13), (7.14) and recalling that fT = n,++ I^,_, we get 
6(N) + S(D) = 6(G) + n,++ i,_+ 2k - &. (7.15) 
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Compare (7.12) and (7.13) to get [use here 6(D-‘) = S(D)] 
k z I; - rank T[ Sii SisU] . 
Substituting the above in (7.15), we have 
S(D) + 6(N) > 6(G) + o,++ I”,_+ f( - 2rankT[Sii S,,U], (7.16) 
where I; = rank T, I^,_ = rank U. 
To express (7.16) in terms of subspaces, put n(Im T) =A, Im U =N, 
where 71 is an embedding into C”i- for which Ker T is a complementary 
subspace for Im 7. Then, from (7.7), Ker T is an AC--invariant subspace, that 
is, & is an Ad_coinvariant subspace. Likewise, from (7.8), Im U is an 
AT--invariant subspace. Observing that 
rank T[ S,, s,,u] = am(q(Im T) I-J Im[ S,, %jrJ]) , 
the right-hand side of (7.16) is rewritten as 
a(G) + n,+ + i,_+ I;_- 2dim(.Nn Im[ Si, SJN]). 
So far, we have showed that for each left coprime factorization G = Dpl N, 
there exist an AC_-coinvariant subspace M and an AT--invariant subspace M 
such that 
S(D) + 6(N) > 6(G) + q.,++ dim A+ dim.M 
- 2dim(_H fl Im[ Sii S&Y]). 
Thus, 
[minimalpossiblesum 6(N) + S(D)] > 6(G) + vr++ m, (7.17) 
where m is given by (7.3). 
To prove the converse statement, it is enough to show that for each 
A,._-invariant subspace .N and AL_-coinvariant subspace A, there exist 
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rational matrix functions D and N for which G = D-IN is a left coprime 
factorization and 
S(D) + 6(N) < S(G) + qr++ dim J + dimX 
- 2dim(k n Im[ Sir SCALY]). 
Suppose 1 and J’ are AC_-coinvariant and A,_-invariant subspaces respec- 
tively. Let k’ be a complementary subspace of k which is an Al--invariant 
subspace, and H’ be a complementary subspace of JY. Then there exist 
invertible linear maps Vr and V, for which 
V+_VL = [ 2l 12]_ v+_= [ $1 
and 
where the size of Al is dim k and the size of AAT_ is dimX Then 
(c^,_, AI,_) is a restriction of (C,_, A,_), and (At, Bc) is a corestriction of 
( A,_, B,_ ). Indeed, if we put 
T = [I O]VF’, 
then T is surjective and U is injective. Moreover, 
TA,_= i{T, TB,_ = &, A,_U = UA^,_, c,_u = c^,_. 
Let 
Then ? is a o-admissible Sylvester data set, where 
u = u( A,_) U a( As_) u Cf. (7.19) 
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By Theorem 2.1 of [15], th ere exists a rational matrix function D(z) for which 
3 is a cT-null pole triple for D-l, (7.20) 
D(m) = I, (7.21) 
S(D) = rl,++ dimH+ dim A - rankT[ Srr Srzu]. (7.22) 
Define N = DG. Then by Theorem 6.3 
S(N) = S(G) +6(D) -fT-&, (7.23) 
where I, is the order of the greatest common r?striction of a right pole pair 
for G and a right pole pair for D-l, and 1, is the left order of the 
maximum-pole common corestriction of the global null-pole triples of De1 
and G. Since + given by (7.18) is a cr-null-pole triple for De1 and (T is given 
by (7.191, it follows that 
is a greatest common r+ric;ion of a C-right pole pair for D-l and a C-right 
pole pair for G, and (A,_, Br_> is a greatest common corestriction of a C-left 
null pair for De1 and a @-left null pair for G. What’s more, by construction ? 
is a corestriction of null-pole triples of De1 and G, and hence from the 
above is in fact a maximal such corestriction. Thus, 
I^, = 77,++ dimN, ii = dim A. (7.24) 
Substituting (7.22) and (7.24) in (7.23) we obtain 
6(N) = S(G) - rankT[ Srr Sr,u]. (7.25) 
Combining (7.22) and (7.25), we get 
6(D) + 6(N) = 6(G) + rl,++ dim&+ dim#- rankT[Srr S,au]. 
Observing that 
rank T[ Su Srau] = dim(.&n lm[ S,, f&M]), 
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the above is reduced to 
6(D) + 6(N) = 6(G) + qT++ dim _&+ dimJtr 
- 2dim(d n Im[ s,, s~&Y]). 
This implies that 
minimal sum 6( 0) + S(N) < 6(G) + vV++ m, (7.26) 
where m is given by (7.3). By (7.17) and (7.26), the formula for the minimal 
sum of the McMillan degrees of D and N is proved. 
Finally, the last statement of Theorem 7.1 follows also from the second 
part of the proof. n 
8. FORMULAS FOR THE FACTORS 
We provide here formulas for the factors N and D in a coprime 
factorization of a given rational matrix function, such that (2.4) holds when 
the subspaces J and J!” are given. The formulas are based on ones obtained 
in [I53 for rational matrix functions with given a-null-pole triples. In fact, the 
formulas derived in [I51 are directly applicable to our situation, in view of the 
construction of the sum-minimal coprime factorization given by (7.20)-(7.22). 
It is sufficient to provide the formula for D -i in the coprime factorization 
G = D-‘N, as N can be found by N = DG using the well-known formula 
for a realization (possibly nonminimal) of the product of two rational matrix 
functions when each of them is given in terms of its realization (see, e.g., 
(7.2.9) in [IS]). 
We use the notation introduced in Section 7. Thus, let 
be a global null-pole triple for the rational matrix function G(z) [as usual in 
this paper, we assume G(m) = I]. For a pair of s+ibsp%ces (A,.&, where A 
is At_-coinvariant and J” is Am--invariant, let (CX_, A,_) be the restriction 
of (C,_, A,_) determined by 3, and let (Al, Bc) be the corestriction of 
(A,_, Br_) determined by A: 
A 
TA,_= A,T, TB,_ = gi, A,_U = UA^,_, c,_u = e,_, 
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where T is a surjective linear transformation such that Ker T is complemen- 
tary to A?, and U is an injective linear transformation such that Im U =X 
Further, letting ? be given by (7.18) and o be given by (7.19), we construct 
D(z) with the properties (7.20)-(7.22), following [15] (see also Section 4.6 in 
[3]). Choose E E C_ \ [ a( A,._) U CT( A,_ 11. Choose a direct complement A? 
of Im r, where r = T[S,, S,,U]. Let jjk (k = 1,. . . ,wj; j = 1,. . , s) and 
djk (k = 1,. . . , aj; j = 1,. . . , t> be vectors with the following properties: 
wj,j = I,..., s, form ab+ for% 
a basis for Im I + Im Bl modulo Im I; 
E Im I + Irni[,, k = 1,. ,wj, wherefj,,,+i 
= 0; 
(4) the vectors d.,, k = 1,. , aj, j = 1, , . , t, form a basis of Ker I; 
(5) the vectors o$, k = 1 
KedC,, c^,,_l; 
, aj - 1, aj z 2, form a basis of Ker I n 
(6) [[‘;+ el-~~~~~~=dj,~+~,k=~ ,..., a;-l,j=l,..., t. 
We will assume (without loss of generality) that (pi > cr2 ..* 2 q and 
wi > a.0 > w,. Define projections Qjv in Ker I and Pjo in AT as follows. 
For x = Cj”,,C~=iujkfjk ~Zset 
wj--o+ 1 
z&x = C 'jkfjk> 
k=l 
and for x = C;= ,C;L lbjk djk E Ker I put 
aj--o+ 1 
QjuX = C bjkdjk. 
k=l 
Choose a direct complement 2 to Ker I. Let p, be the projection onto 
Ker I along 2, and let pc be the projection onto Xalong Im I. Define the 
linear transformations C : Ker I + Ker I and A : 3 --) AT by 
(A - 4&k =fj,k+l (fj,U’r’l := 0). 
Furthermore, H and F are defined as follows. Let zj = [C,, “-_-]dj, a,, 
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and choose vectors yj such that fjl - Z?C yj E Im r. Choose a subspace Y, 
such that 
C” = Span{ zj}f_l i Y, i Span{ Y~};=~. 
Then define the linear transformation H : @” + Ker I? by 
Hzj = p, [[“a_ ~_]eiz)dj~j> j=l,..‘,tz 
Hy = 0, y E Y, i Span{ yj} . 
The linear transformation F : 3 + C” is given by Ffjk = ujk, where ujk E 
Span{ y,}s, 1 is such that 
Finally, let 
and 
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where nl is the injection of 3~ into @ m (m is the number of rows in r>, and 
where r+ is a generalized inverse of r such that TI’+= Z - p<, r+lT = Z - 
pfl,Kerr+=X,andImr + =_Z With all these definitions, we have that 
1 , A,+@ A^,_@ A; I c,,,c^,_,-[ c,, c,_]X -F 
is a global null-pole triple for DP’. Here the matrices I’i2 and I?,, are 
uniquely determined by the Sylvester equation 
= [ c e 5-r+’ ?-->- [ C,+c^,_] X - F] > 
and the above construction guarantees that the matrix 
is invertible. Therefore, the formula 
D(z)-’ = Z + [C,+,~~_,-[C,+,~~_]X - F] 
X[zZ- (A,+d,_@A)]-’ 
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gives a rational matrix function D-i satisfying (7.20)-(7.22). We emphasize 
that the above construction merely produces one such D-l, which is by no 
means unique. 
9. EXAMPLES 
In this section we give two examples illustrating the main results. The 
following lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA 9.1. If W = D-IN, where D and N are rational matrix jiinc- 
tions with D(m) = N(w) = 1, then 
6(N) a S(W) - I, (9.1) 
where 1 is the order of the greatest common corestriction of a left null pair for 
W and a left null pair for D-'. 
Proof. We use the concept of defect (its definition is found in Section 
6). Since [N Z] has no zeros in @ U (m}, 
defIN I] = 6([N I]). (9.2) 
By our assumption W = D-IN, and so 
deflN I] = deflDW,Z] = def(D[W D-l]). (9.3) 
It is known that the defect of a rational matrix function of full row rank is not 
changed under premultiplication with a regular rational matrix function (see 
[19] or [20, Section 1.31). Thus, 
defD[ W D-l] = def[W D-l]. 
Note that 
(#ofpolesof [W D-l]) > 6(W). (9.4) 
Since a left null function of [W D- '1 is also a left null function of both W 
and D-l. 
(#ofzerosof[W D-l]) <l. (9.5) 
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From (9.4) and (9.5) 
def[W ~-l] > 6(W) - 
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1. (9.6) 
Upon combining (9.2), (9.3), and (9.6) we obtain 6([N Z]) 2 6(W) - 1. 
Because 6[ N I] = 6(N), the required inequality (9.1) follows. n 
Our first example shows that the lower bound m in Theorem 2.3 for the 
sum of the degrees of the factors in a coprime factorization is not attained for 
every choice of J and Jtr. 
EXAMPLE 9.1. Let G(e) be a 2 X 2 rational matrix function having 
r = CC,, A,; A,, Bs; I’> as its global null-pole triple with G(w) = I, where 
-5 1 1 ’
1 0 
-1 
0, 
0 3 1 
r= [ 1 0 0 
A, = [-i ; _ !], (9.7) 
I 
1 0 
B,= 0 1 
1 0 
0 6 
0 -1 . 
-1 1 I 
(9.8) 
(9.9) 
Let @+ be the closed right half plane, including m, and C_ = (C U {m}) \ 
@+. Then 
c+= [ 1 1 
0 0 
1 0 1 2 A 
P+= 
[ I -1 2’ 
A,_= [ -:, _;I> ‘l-= [:, ;]’ 
(9.10) 
(9.11) 
and the solution S of the Sylvester equation 
SA,+ - AI-S = B,_C,+ 
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is given by 
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SE l O 
[ 1 0 0’ 
(9.12) 
Suppose (A, E) is a greatest common corestriction of a null pair for D-i and 
of (A,_, Bs_>. Then there exists a surjective map T for which 
TA,_= AT, 
- 
TB,_= B. 
Clearly, Ker T is an invariant subspace of A1_._Thus, T is either invertible [in 
that case, by passing to a pair similar to (A, B), we can assume without loss 
of generality that T = I], zero, or [O l] (in that case again a similarity may be 
used to assume that T has the desired form). If T = 0, then (C,,, A,,; 0, 
0; 0) is a corestriction of the @+-null-pole triple for D-i. By Theorem 3.3, 
6(D-‘) > 2. On the other hand, by Lemma 9.1 
6(N)>6(G)-0=3 
and 
S(D) + 6(~) 2 5 > vV++ 6(G) - ranks = 4. (9.13) 
-- 
If T = [0 11, then (CT+, A,,; A, B; TS) is a corestriction of the a(c+> 
u a( %)-null-pole triple of D- ‘. Since in this case TS = 0, by Theorem 3.3 
we have 6(D-‘) > 2 + 1 = 3. By Lemma 9.1, 
6(N) > S(G) - (size of T) = 2. 
Thus, (9.13) holds in this case also. Finally, assume T = I. Then 
CC,,, A,,; A,_, B5_; S) is a corestriction of the a( A,,) U a( Al_)-null- 
pole triple of D-‘. Let 
f= c ( 57) A,; A,_, B5-; i), 
where 
1 0 0 -1’ 
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Then 5 is a Sylvester data set with surjective 5. Thus, by [15] we can 
complete the data 4 by adjoining a left null pair ( A,, B,) with V( A,) C C_ 
I-I [ g( A, >y, so that the solution S * of the equation 
is invertible. Let 
D-‘(z) = Z + C&Z -A,)-'S,l . 
Then S(D-r> = 3. Define N = DG; then 6(N) = deflD_’ Gl. We can 
easily see that 
{#ofpolesof[D-l G]} =3 
and 
{#ofzerosof[DP1 G]} =2. 
Thus, S(N) = 1 and therefore S(D) + S(N) = 4 = 6(G) + n,+- rank S. 
The construction of D-’ given above in the case T = Z corresponds to the 
choice .N = C, / = c2 in Theorem 2.2. 
Given a rational matrix function G, we have studied until now the left 
coprime factorizations G = D-‘N with minimal possible sum of the McMil- 
lan degrees S(D) + 6(N), and called such coprime factorizations sum- 
minimal. One could consider also the class of coprime factorizations for 
which 6(D) is least possible. We call such coprime factorizations d-minimal. 
The next example shows that d-minimal coprime factorizations are not 
necessarily sum-minimal. 
EXAMPLE 9.2. Let G(z) be as in Example 9.1, with C,, A,, A,, B,, 
and r given by (9.7)-(9.9). Define C,,, A,,, A,_, I?_, and S by 
(9.10)-(9.12); then (C,,+, A,,) is a @+-pole pair for G(z), (AS_, ZJ_) is a 
@_-null pair for G(z), and S satisfies the following equation: 
SA,, - A,-S = B,_c,+, (9.14) 
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Let G = D-liV be a d-minimal left coprime factorization. Then 
and 
S(D) = nr+= 2 (9.15) 
CC 7T+1 A,,) is a global right pole pair for D-' . (9.16) 
Suppose 
( 
-- - 
7 = C,,, A,+; A, B; S) (9.17) 
is a maximal common corestriction of a global null-pole triple of D-’ and 
one of G. Since De1 has zeros only in C_, (A, B) is a corestriction of 
(As-, B(_). Thus, th ere exists a surjective map T for which 
TA,_= AT, 
- 
TB,_= B. (9.18) 
Here we observe that ? in (9.17) is given by 
!? = TS,,. (9.19) 
Indeed, by premultiplying both sides of (9.14) by T and by substituting 
(9.181, we get 
Tr,, A,+ - ATI-,, = ik,,. 
Upon consideris the above and the fact that ?- is a Sylvester data set with 
a(A,+) fI a(A) = 0, we obtain % = TS,,. 
On the other hand, just as in Example 9.1, we can assume without loss of 
generality that 
T = I, T=O, or T=[O 11. (9.20) 
Since 
MINIMAL-DEGREE COPRIME FACTORIZATIONS 
by (9.191, the only possibilities for S are 
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SC 1 0 
[ I 0 0’ S=O, or S= [0 01. (9.21) 
But the constraint that S(D) = n,, implies that S is onto, so S must be 
zero. Thus, CC,,, A,+; 0,O; 0) is a greatest common corestriction of the 
global null pole triples for D-’ and for G. By Theorem 2.2, 
6(N) = 6(G) + 6(D) - n,+= 3 + 2 - 2 = 3. 
Hence, 6(D) + 6(N) = 5. W e s h owed that for any d-minimal coprime 
factorization G = D-IN the sum of degrees of D and of N is 5. However, 
Example 9.1 shows that for a sum-minimal coprime factorization of G we 
have 6(D) + 6(N) = 4. 
The point in this example is that by choosing 6( D> larger than necessary 
(3 instead of 2), we can get 6(N) much smaller (1 instead of 3). 
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